Jeffrey A. Barrettt:

In this paper I describethe histof) of the surreal tra.~torics problem and argUt that
in fact it is not a problem for B..)hm'stheof). 'tore specifically.I argUt that one can
take the ranicle tra.~tor~ predictedb~ Bohm's theof) to be the actual trajectories
that paniclesfollo\\. and that therc is no reasonto supposethat good panicle detectors
are someho\\fooled in the Cl.)ntext
lJf the surrealtrajectoriesexperiments.Ratherthan
~h('\\ingthat &hm.s theof) predictsthe \\Tongpanicle tra.iectoricsor that it someho".
rre\ents I.'M from making reliablemeasurements.
suchexperimentsultimatel~ re\.eal
thespecialrole pla~edb~pt)Sitionandthe fundamentalincompatibilit~bet"een Bohm.s
thoof) and relati\it~. The~al~) rro\ide a striking exampleof the thoof)-ladennessof
obsef'atil)n.

I. Introduction. Bohm.s theof)" has becomeincreasingly popular as a non-

relati\istic solutionto the quantummeasurement
problem.I It makesthe
sameempirical predictions for the statistical distribution of particle configurations as the standard von Neumann-Dirac collapse formulation of
quantum mechanics,,"heneverthe latter makes unambi~uouspredictions.
Bohm's theof)" also treats measuringdevicesexactly the sameway it treats
other physical systems.The quantum-mechanicalstate of a systemalways
evolves in the usual linear. deterministic way. so one does not encounter
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the problems that arise in collapse formulations of quantum mechanics
when one tries to stipulate the conditions under which a collapseoccurs.
And Bohm's theo~' does not require one to postulate branching worlds
or disembodied minds or any of the other extravagant assumptionsthat
often accompany no-collapseformulations of quantum mechanics.
While Bohm's theof)' avoids many of the problems associatedwith
other formulations of quantum mechanics,it does have its o,,'n problems.
One problem, it has beenargued. is that the particle trajectories it predicts
are not the real particle trajectories. This is the surreal trajectories problem. If Bohm's theo~' does in fact make false predictions concerningparticle trajectories, then this is presumably a serious problem. I "ill argue.
ho\\'e\er. that there is no reason to supposethat Bohm's theof)' makes
false predictions concerning the trajectories of particles. Indeed, I "ill argue that a good position measuring de\1ceneed never be mistaken concerning the actual position of a particle at the mOl11e1lt
that the particle's
pO.{ili011
is ill .faci rccordl.'d.
While surreal trajectories are not a problem for Bohm"stheo~." the way
that it accounts for the results of the surreal trajectories experimentsre\'eals the sensein which it is fundamentally incompatible with relati\.ity.
and this is a problem.
2. The Basicsof Bohm'sTheory. On Bohm's theo~' the quantum-mechanical state 1:1
e"ol"es in the usual linear. deterministic "'ay. but one supposes
thar e'er~ parricle al"a~'s has a determinate posirion and follo,,'s a conrinuous. deterministic tra.iecro~'.The motion of a particular particle t~'picall~ dependson the e"olurion of 'I' and the positions of other (perhaps
distant) particles. The particle motion is describedb~..an auxilia~' dynamics. a dynamics that supplementsthe usual linear quantum d~'namics.In
irs simplest form. ,,'hat one might call the minimal rers;o" (the version of
the theo~' describedb~ Bell (1987. 127)). Bohm's theo~' is characterized
b~'the follo,,'ing basic principles:
State Description: The complete physical state at a time is given by
the "'a\'e function'll and the determinateparticle configuration Q.
Wave Dynamics: The time evolution of the wave function is given
by the usuallinear dynamics. In the simplestcase.this isjust SchrOdinger's equation
if!

(iff

at

= Ii",

(1)

More generally. one usesthe form of the linear dynamics appropriate to one's application (as in the spin examplesdiscussedbe10"").
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3. Particle Dynamics: The particles move according to
-dQ, = -I Im(If/.~tlf/)
*
evaluated at Q
dt

Int

(2)

If/ If/

where In" is the mass of particle k and Q is the current particle
configuration.
4. Distribution Postulate:There is a time towhen the epistemicprobability density for the configuration Q is p(Q, to) = IIf/(Q, to)I~.
If there are }\' particles, then If/ is a functionin 3,V-dimensional
configuration space(three dimensionsfor the position of each particle), and the
current particle configuration Q is representedby a single point in configuration space(in configuration spacea single point gives the position of
e\"e~' particle). Again, each particle moves in a \\"ay that dependson its
position, the e\"olution of the wa\"efunction, and the positions of the other
particles.
Concerning ho\' one should think of the role of the ','a\"e function in
Bohm's theo~. John Bell oncesaid that "110olle call IIIIderstalldtl,;s tl,eor)"
unTilI,e ;s lI"iI/iIIg to tl,illk of If/ as a real object;refield rather tl,al' ftlSt a
.probabi/ir)"a"'pl;l!lde.. Ere" tl,ougl, ;t propagate.~not ;" 3-spacebut in 3."space." (1987. 1:!8) While the ontology suggestedby Bell here is at best
puzzling. the practical idea behind it is a good one: the best way to picture
"hat the particle dynamics does is to picture the point representing the
.~'-particleconfiguration being carried along by the probability currents
generatedby the linear e\"olution of the "'ave function If/ in configuration
space.Once one has this picture firmly in mind one will understand ho\'.
Bohm's theory accounts for quantum-mechanicalcorrelations in the context of the surreal-tra.iecto~'experimentsand the sensein which the theory
is fundamentally incompatible with relativity.
Sincethe total particle configuration can be thought of as being pushed
around by the probabilit)' current in configuration space.the probability
of the particle configuration being found in a particular region of configuration spacechangesas the integral ofllf/r over that region changes.More
specifically, the continuity equation

=0

(3.

is satisfied by the probability density p = I'I'P. And this meansthat if the
epistemicprobability density for the particle configuration is ever 1'1'1=, then
it will always be 1'1'1=,
unless one makes an observation. That is. if one
starts "lth an epistemic probability density of p(to)

=

1'I'(to)I=. then, given

the dynamics, one should update this probability density at time t so that
p(t) = 1'I'(t)I~.And if one makesan observation. then the epistemicprobability density will be gi\'en by the system'seffect;\'e wave function. the
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component (in the configuration spacerepresentation) of the total "'ave
function that is in fact responsiblefor the post-measurementtime evolution of the system'sconfiguration. The upshot is that if the distribution
postulate is ever satisfied. then the most that one can learn from a measurement is the ,,'ave packet that the current particle configuration is associated\';th and the epistemicprobability distribution for the actual configuration over this packet.: This is ,,"hy Bohm's theor)' makes the same
statistical predictions for particle configurations as the standard collapse
formulation of quantum mechanics.
While it makes the samestatistical predictions as the standard formulation of quantum mechanics.Bohm's theor)' is deterministic. More specifically. given the energ)"properties of a simple closed system.the complete physical state at any time (the "'ave function and the particle
configuration I fully determines the physical state at all other times.~It
follo\\s from this and the first-order nature of the equations of motion
that possibletrajectories for the configuration ofa given systemcan ne\.er
cross at a gi\'en time in configuration space.And this feature of Bohm.s
theo~" \\111pro\'e important later.
Another feature of Bohm's theo~" that ,,"ill pro"e important later is the
special role played by position in accounting for our determinate measurement results. In order for Bohm.s theo~" to explain why we get the
determinate measurementrecordsthat "e do (\,"hich is presumablya precondition for it counting as a solution to the measurementproblem I. one
must suppose.as a basic interpretational principle. that. given the usual
quantum mechanicalstate. making particle positions determinatepro\'ides
determinate measurementrecords. Since particle positions are always determinate on Bohm's theo~, this "ould guaranteedeterminatemeasurement records. And, at least on the minimal version of Bohm's theo~',
position is the only determinate. noncontextual property that could serve
to provide determinate measurementrecords."
The distinction bet"een noncontextual and contextual properties desef\'essomeexplanation. Whether a systemis found to have a particular
contextual property or not typically depends on ho,,' one measuresthe
property: one might get the result "Yes" if the contextual property is
measuredone ""ay and .'No" if it is measuredanother. Consequently,
~. SeeDurr. Goldslein. and Zanghi 1993for a discussionof the equi\'arianceof the
statislicaldistribulion I' and the notion oftheeffccti\'e ~'avefunction in Bohm.stheory.
J, We will say that a closedsystemis simpleif lhe Hamiltonian is boundedand if the
panicle configurational~'a}s haspositi\'ewa\'efunction suppon,
4. There is a sensein ~'hich one mi8ht say that somedynamicalproperties.like momentum,arealsononcontextualin Bohm'slheof). but. aswewill 5«, thenoncontextual
momentumis not the "'ea.~ured
momentum.
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contextual properties are not intrinsic properties of the system to ".hich
they are t)'Pically ascribed.One might say that contextual properties serve
to prop up our talk of those properties that ,,'e are used to talking about
but ,,'hich arguably should not count as propertiesat all in Bohm's theory.
While the language of contextual properties pro\'ides a convenient (but
often misleading!) ".ay of comparing the predictions of Bohm's theory
"ith the predictions of other physical theories, the predictions of Bohm's
theoT)'are al,,'ays ultimately just predictions about the e\lolution of the
""a\'efunction and the positions of the particles relative to the ".avefunction.
The upshot of all this is just that position relati\'e to the ""ave function.
or more preciselyconfiguration relati\'e to the ".ave function, is ultimately
the only property that one can appeal to in the minimal version of Bohm's
theo~' to explain ho". it is that ""e end up ".ith the detenninate measurement records ""e do. And this meansthat .for all iIIteract;oll to COlliitas a
IIIcaSllrelllelll. ;f IIIllSt pr(ldllCea record ill terlllS ~f the pos;tioll ~f SOlllething-it must correlate the position of something\\ith someaspectof the
quantum-mechanical state of the system being measured.So in order to
explain our detenninate measurementrecordson Bohm's theo~. one must
supposethat all measurementrecords are ultimately position records. records representedin the relationship bet""een the particle configuration
and the \\"a\"efunction. And sinceBohm's theor)' predicts the right quantum statisticsfor particle positions relative to the wave function. it predicts
the right quantum statistics for our measurementrecords.~
3. Surreal Trajectories. In their 1992paper Englert. Scully. Sussman.and
Walther (ESSWI argued that the trajectories predicted by Bohm.s theof)'
are not the real trajectories follo,,"ed by particles. but rather are '.surreal..'
The "o~" is that the obser\'edtrajectories of particles are not the trajectories that the particles actually folio'" in Bohm.s theof)'. And if our obser\'ations are reliable and if Bohm.s theof)' predicts the "'rong particle
trajectories. then this is presumablya problem for the theory.
ESSWdescribethe surreal trajectories problem in the context of a t\\.opath. delayed-choiceinterferenceexperiment. John Bell (1980: reprinted
in 19871was perhapsthe first to considersuchan experimentin the context
of Bohm.s theof)'.
Consider an experiment ,,'here a spin-1/2 particle P starts at region S
in a =-spin up eigenstate.has its wave packet split into an .,"-spinup com5. The point here is that making the right statistical predictionsconrernin, part;c[t
cotljigurat;onsis not necessarilya sufficientcondition for makin, the right statistical
predictionsfor our "'tasurtt"enf records.Oneneedsto makean extra assumptionabout
the relationship1x:tweenparticle confi~urationsand ~surement ra:ords.
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ponent that travels from A to A' and an .,'-spin do~-n component that
travels from B to B'.6
The ~'ave function e\'olvesas fo"o~'s:
Initial state:

It :}pjS),=

I"

2(lt ,}, + 1.1,},.)IS),.

(4)

After the initial ,,'ave packet splits:

1/,2(lt,),IA)p + 1.1.--)"IB),.)

(S)

Final state

1/,2(li,),./A')p + 1J,,),./B')p)

(6)

B~JJexplained that if one measuresthe properties of P in region I. then
one \\ould obsen'e interference phenomena (in this experiment. for example. one "ould obsen'e =-spin up ,,'ith probability onel. The obsen'ation of interferenceph~nomenais usually taken to ~ntail that P could not
ha\'e follo\\ed path .-1 andcould not ha"e follo"ed path B since.in either
case. the probably of obsen'ing =-spin up in I "ould presumably be 1/1
(as predicted b~' the standard collapse formulation of quantum mechanics). In such a situation. one ,,'ould sa,'. on the standard ,'ie"'. that P
follo"ed a sl;perpo,~ilio"of the t",o trajectories (\,'hich. on the standard
interpretation of states is supposedto be neither one nor the other nor
both trajectoriesl. But according to Bohm's theo~', P determinately fol10"'5one or the other of the t,,'o trajectories: that is. it either determinately
follo\\s .4 or it determinately follo,,'s B, On Bohm's theo~'. one might say
that the interferenceeffectsthat one obsen'esat I are the result of the "'a\'e
function follo,,'ing both paths,

L

A'
Figu~

Crossina-Paths Experiment

6. Sincethe standardline is that position is the only obsen'ableph)sical quantity in
Bohm's theory. this doesnot meanthat P hasa detenninate;-spin; rather. it is just a
descriptionof the spin indexassociated~'ith p's effectivewavefunction.
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If "'e do not observethe particle in region I, then P ".ill arrive at one
of the t"'O detectors to the right of the interferenceregion: either the one

at A' or the oneat B'. If it arrivesat A'. thenonemight supposethat the
particle (raveled path A: and if it arrives at B', then one might suppose
that it traveled path B. But such inferencesdo not ".ork in the standard
collapse formulation of quantum mechanics."'here (according to the standard eigenvalue-eigenstatelink) under thesecircumstancesP "'ould have
traveled a superposition of (he £\\.0paths. And suchinferencesdo not work
in Bohm's theory either. but for a ve~' different reason,In Bohm's theo~'
the particle really does (ra\'el one or the other of the t"'O paths. it is just
that its trajecto~' is not \\.hat one might a( first expect,
In figuring out what (rajecto~ Bohm's theo~. predicts. the first thing
to note is that. by s~mme(~..the probability current across the line L is
alwa~.szero.- This meansthat if P starts in the top half of the initial "'ave
packet. (hen it must mo\'e from S to ..f to 1 to B': and if it starts in the
bottom half of the initial \\'a\'e pack~t. then it must mo\'e from S to B to
1 to .-t', That is. \\hichever path P takes. Bohm's theo~. predicts that it
will bolmce\\hen it gets to region l-in order to folio". either trajecto~'.
(he particle P must acceleratein the field-free region I,
Conccrning this odd bouncin~ behavior Bell sa~'Sthat "it is vital here
(0 pur a\\.ay the classicalprejudice (hat a particle mO\'e5in a straight path
in 'field free' space," (1987, 1131But certainly. one might object. this is
more than a prejudice. After all. this particle bouncing nonsenseis a direct
viola[ion of [he consef\ation of momentum. and "e have \'e~' good empirical reasonsfor supposing(ha( momentum is consef\'ed.Isn't this alone
rea~)n enough to dismiss Bohm's theory? Put another \\'ay. \vheneverwe
obsef\'e \\'hich path the particle in fact travels, if"e find it at A '. then ".e
also obsef\.oo it travelin~ path ,.. and if "'e find it at B'. then ".e also
observed it tra\'eling path B, That is. \vhene\'er".e make the appropriate
observations."e neverobsef\'ethe CfaZ.'.bouncing beha\'ior (or any of the
other violations of the consef\'ation of momentum1predicted by Bohmian
mechanics.
This puzzling situation is (he basis for ESSW's surreal trajectories argument, The argument g~ something like this:
Assumption I (explici(): Our experimental measurementrecords tell us
(hat in a t"'o-pa(h interferenceexperiment like that describedabove
each particle either (ravels from A to A' or from B to B': (hat is, they
never bounce.
7. SeePhillipidas.De"dney. and Hile~ 1979for an explicit calculationof tile trajectories
in for a similar experiment.The explicit calculations.of course.sho'" that possible
panicle trajectoriesne\er crossL. Bell citesthis paperat the end of his 1980paperon
dela\ed-choiceex~riments in Bohm'stheor).
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Assumption2 (implicit): Our measurementrecordsreliably tell us where
a panicle is at the moment the record is made.
Assumption3 (implicit): One can record which path a panicular particle
takes ,,"ithout breaking the s}mmetr)' in the probability currents that
prevents the panicle from crossing the line L.
Conclusion:The trajector)" predicted by Bohm's theory, where the particle bounces.cannot be the particle's actual trajectory; that is. Bohm
trajectories are not real. they are "surrealo" And if the trajectories
predicted by Bohmostheor)' are not the actual particle trajectories.
then Bohmostheory is false. and this constitutes ver)' good grounds
for rejecting it.
Durr. Fusseder.Goldstein. and Zanghi (DFGZ) immediatelyresponded
to defend Bohmostheor)" against the surreal trajectories argument:
In a recent paper (ESS\\' 1992]it is argued that despite its many virtu~-its clarity and simplicity. both conceptualand physical.and the
fact that it resol\'esthe notorious conceptual difficulties which plague
onhodox quantum theor)"-BM (Bohmian mechanics]itself suffers
from a fatal fta"": the trajectories that it definesare "surrealistic'. It
must be admitted that this is an intriguing claim. though an open
minded ad\.ocateof quantum onhodoxy would presumablyhavepreferred the clearer and stronger claim that BM is ",compalible with the
predictions of quantum theor)'. so that. despite its \'inuC'S.it \\.ould
not in fact pro\'ide an explanation of quantum phenomena.The authors are. ho\\ever. a\\are that such a claim would be false. (1993.
1161)
And since 80hm's theo~. makes the same empirical predictions as the
standard theo~' of quantum mechanics.DFGZ argue that ESSWcannot
possibly pro\ide. as ESSW describe it. "an experimentum crucis ,,'hich.
according to our quantum theoretic prediction. "ill clearly demonstrate
that the reality attributed to Bohm trajectories is rather metaphysicalthan
physical." And "ith this DFGZ dismiss ESSW's argument against 80hmian mechanics:
On the principle that the suggestionsof scientistswho proposepointlessexperimentscannot be relied upon "ith absoluteconfidence,"ith
this proposal the [ESSW] paper self-destructs:The authors readily
agreethat the "quantum theoretical predictions" are also the predictions of 8M. Thus they should recognizethat the [experimental]outcome on the basisof ,,'hich they hope to discredit 8M is preciselythe
outcome predicted by 8M, Under the circumstancesit would appear
nrudent for the funding agenciesto savetheir money! (1261)
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DFGZ conclude their defenseof Bohm's theory by making a point about
the theory-ladennessof talk of particle trajectories and a point about the
theory-ladennessof observation itself. But we will return to these rn'o
points later, when \\'e have the conceptual tools in hand to make senseof
them (Section 5).
In their reply to DFGZ's comment, ESSW want to make it perfectly
clear that they did not an~",'hereconcedethat Bohm's theor)' had "many
virtues" nor did they admit that the orthodox formulation of quantum
mechanics was '.plagued by notorious conceptual difficulties." But, for
their part. ESSW do seemto concede,as DFGZ insisted. that Bohmian
mechanics makes the same empirical predictions as standard quantum
mechanics:..Nowhere did we claim that BM makespredictions that differ
from those of standard quantum mechanics." (1.::!63)8
Rather than argue
that Bohm.s theory made the \\Tong empirical predictions. ESSW claim

that the purposeof their original paperwas ."to showclearly that the
interpretation of the Bohm trajector)'-as the real retrodicted histor)' of
the [test particle that travels through the interferometer}-is implausible.
becausethis trajector) can be macroscopically at variance with the detected.actual way though the interferometer... (1.::!63)
This last clauseidentifies the detectedpath \\;th the actual path traveled b~' the test particle,
This is their (implicit) assumptionthat particle detectorswould be reliable
(in a perfectly straightforn'ard way) on the delayed-choiceinterference
experimentsthat they discuss.ESSWconclude. ..Irrespecti\'eof what can
be said in addition. \\e think that \\e have done a useful job in demonstrating just ho\\ artificial the Bohm trajectories can be.'. (1.::!6.t)
Again. ESS~'.s claim is not that Bohm.s theor)' makesthe \\Tong empirical predictions nor it is that the theor)' is somehowlogically inconsistent: rather. they argue (on the implicit assumption that our particle detectors reliabl~' tell us where particles are) that Bohm.s theor)' makes the
\\Tong predictions for the actual motions of particles-that the predicted
particle trajectories are "artificial." "metaphysical," and. at best. "implausible."
8, But ESS\\' later make the tollo,,'ing argument in fa\or of actually funding the surreal
tra,iectories experiments that they describe: "Funding agencies"'ere and are well ad\1sed
to suppon experiments that have probed or would probe the "surprises" of quantum
theor) , Imagine the (farfetched) situation that the experimenter finds the photon al,,'ays
in the resonator through ,,'hich the Bohm trajector) passesrather than the one predicted
by quantum theor), \"ouldn't that please the advocates of BM?" (1163-4), This is. of
course, ver) puzzling talk indeed once E\\'WS concede that Bohmian mechanics makes
the same empirical predictions as the standard theory-a proponent of Bohm's theory
would most cenainly /lot be pleased if experiments sho"'W that the standard quantummechanical predictions "-ere false because this would mean that Bohm's theory '''as
itself false! When ESS\V say things like this, it is easy to understand DFGZ's frustration,
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While I agree \\ith DFGZ that surreal trajectories are not something
that a proponent of Bohm's theor)' should worry about. the full story is
a bit more in\'olved than the sketch given in their comment on ESSW's
paper, In order to get e\'e~'thing straight, let's return to Bell's original
analysis of the delayed-choiceinterference experiment in the context of
Bohm's theo~,

4. Position Records. Bell's analysis of the delayed-choice interference experiment pro,'ides a good first step in explaining "'hy conservation-ofmomentum-,'iolating
"surreal
trajectories do not pose a problem for
Bohm.s theo~. \\'hile Bohm.s theo~' does indeed predict that momentum
lin the usual senseI is not consen'ed in experiments like that described
abo"e. ~Il explained "hy one "'ould never detect violations of the conservation of momentum. The short sto~' is this: \\hile the actllal momentum cmass times particle 'elocitYI is [ypically not consen'ed in Bohm.s
theo~. [he IIlea.~l/rcd momentum (as expressed by the results of " hat one
"ould ordinarily take (0 be momentum measuremen[SI is al\,'ays consen'ed.
In order to detect a momentum-viola[ing bounce in an experiment like
that described abo"e. one \\ould have to perform t",o measurements: one
to sho\\ \\hich path the particle tra\'els. IA or BI and another to sho"
,\here the particle ends up I A' or B'I. One might then t~' to sho"' that a
particle that travels path .-t, say. ends up at B' . and thus violates the consen'ation of momentum. But one "ill never obsen'e such a bounce in
Bohm.s theo~ "cca/l.~e mcasllri',g ,rhich path ti,e parlicle .(c,llolI's lI'ill destro.,' Ihe ,\:""lllletr.1"in Ihc prvhabilil)' C/lrrcllts that gellerate Ihe bolillce. That
is. particles only exhibit their c~'
bouncing behavior in Bohm's theo~'
"hen no one is looking!
Suppose Ifollo"ing Bell 19801that one puts a detector on path B designed to correlate the position of a flag ";th the position of the test particle P (see figure ~). More specifically. consider a single flag particle F
"'hose position (as represented by the quantum-mechanical state) gets correlated "ith the position of P as follows: (I) if P is in an eigenstate of
traveling path A. then F remains in an eigenstate of pointing at "No" and
(2) if P is in an eigenstate of traveling path B. then Fends up in an eigenstate of pointing at "Yes." That is. the detector is designed so that the
position of F will record the path taken by P.
While this experiment may look like the earlier one, introducing such
a detector requires one to tell a very different story than the one told
";thout the detector.
Given the nature of the interaction bet\\een P and F and the linearity
of the dynamics. if P begins in the =-spin up state (a superposition of .\"-~
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.L

Figure:.

Experiment \\nere Fs pI.'sitil"\nis cl"\rrelated";th the Pt'sitiQnQf P

spin eigenstates).then the etTecti\"e\\"a\'efunction of the composites~"stem
\'ould e\"olveas follo\\"5:
Initial state:
li:>,.IS}"j"NoJF = 1S)"j.'NoJ, 1/,:::i<li.)1' + 1J.,}pl

(.7)

p's \\a\'e packet splits:
jNO")F 1/,2(lf,),.IA),. + 1J.,},.IB)p)

(8)

.~rs position is correlated \\"ith the position of P:
1/,:::i(li,)"jA)pj"NoJ,

+ 1J,,),.IB)pjYesJ,-)

(9)

The t\\"O\\"avepackets appear to passthough each other in region I (but
they miss each other in configuration space!):
II, 2(/i ,)pjJ),.r.NoJ,- + 1J.,)pjJ)pj..YesJ,)

(10)

Final state:
1/,1<li")pIA'),,j"NOlr

+ 1.1.")pIB'),,j"Yes/rt

(II)

Note that the position of F does in fact reliably record ,,'here P was
when the position record wasmade. Becausethe wavefunctions associated
with the two possiblepositions for F do not overlap in configuration space,
the position correlation betweenP and F destroys the s)'mmetry that prevents P from crossingL, While the two wave packetsboth appear to pass
through region I at the sametime, they in fact miss each other in configuration space.In order to seehow P and F move, consider the evolution
of the wave function and the two-particle configuration in configuration
space.
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If the two-particle configuration starts in the top half of the initial wave
packet (as representedin Figure 3), then P would move from S to A to /
to A' and F would stay at "No." If the configuration starts in the bottom
half of the initial wave packet. then P would move from S to B then F
would move to "Ves" then P would move from B to / to B'. That is.
regardlessof where P starts, it will passthough the region / "ithout bouncing. Moreover, F "ill record that P was on path A if and only if P ends
up at A'. and that P was on path B if and only if P ends up at B'. That
is. if one makes a determinate record of p's position before P gets to /,
then P "ill follow a perfectly natural trajectof)', and the record "ill be
reliable. Again, recording the position of P destroys the s}mmetf)' that
prevents P from crossing L.
This experiment illustrates why a measurementrecord is reliable in
Bohm's theof)' wheneverthere is a strong correlation betweenthe position
of the system being obsen'ed and the position of the recording system.
And since all measurementsare ultimately position measurementson the
minimal Bohm theof)., one might simply conclude that all determinate
records produced by strong correlations are reliable in Bohm's theof) and
dismiss the surreal-trajectories problem as a problem that '''as solved by
Bell before it was e"en posedby ESSW.This is not such a bad conclusion,
but the right thing to say about surreal trajectories is slightly more subtle.
Note that in order to tell a stof)' like the one abo,'e, one must record
the path taken by the test particle in terms of the position of something.
Here the record is in terms of the position of the flag particle F, It is this
position correlation that breaks the symmetf)' in the probability currents,
"hich then allows the test particle P to folio" a momentum-consen"ing
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trajectory. All it takes is a strong position correlation \\;th even a single
panicle. And it is this that makes the final position record reliable.9
So what would happen if one tried to record the position of P in tenDS
of some physical property other than position? This is something that is
important to our making senseof the history of the surreal trajectories
problem, but it is something that Bell did not consider.
5. Recordingin Other Obsen'.bles. In order to avoid BeWs(preemptive)
dissolution of the surreal trajectories problem ESSW. must have had in
mind a different son of,,'hich-path detector than the oneconsideredby Bell,
Indeed. the experimentsthat ESSW describein their 1992paper employ
detectorsthat record the path follo,,'ed by the test panicle in the creation
of photons, A proponent of Bohm's theor)' might point out that sincethe
theof)' is explicitly nonrelativistic and since the \'e~' statementof its auxiliaf)' dynamics requires there to be a fixed number of panicles. theseexperiments are simply outside the domain of the thoof)', But perhapsit is
possibleto capture at least the spirit of ESSW'sexperiments,,'ith experiments that are ,,"ell"ithin the domain of the minimal Bohm's thoor)','(1
Consider ,,'hat happens,,'hen one tries to record Ys position in something other than position (one might naturally. and quite correctly. object
that there is no other quantity in Bohm's thoor)' that one co/lid use to
record p's position. but \\'ith the aim of tf)ing to revive the surreal trajectories problem. read on). Suppose.for example. that one tries to record
Ys position in a panicle .\rs ,\'-spin: that is. supposethat the interaction
bet"'een P and .\f is such that if Ys initial etTecti\'e"ave function "'ere
9. Dellexplainedthai a ~ood~surement ~rd mustmakea macroscopicdilTerence.
He emphasizedthat a dischargeddetectoris macrosct.1pically
different from an undischar~ detector.This is also somethingemphasizedby DFGZ (199-'. 1~6~1in order
to arBIiethat one would nol expectone of ESSWs detectors10 ,enerate a sensible
record of which path the test particle follo\\-ed"until an interaction with a suitable
macroscopicde:\'iceoccurs." But note thai all thai reall~ maUershereis thallhe ~"3\e
packetsIhat correspondto differenl measurementoulcomes(in termsof the position
of f) be ~'ell-separatedin configurationspacein the F-posilion-recorddirection. This
is not to say that DeWs(and DFGZ-s) point conceminBmacroscopicdifferencesis
irrelevant. If the flaB is a macroscopics~"Stem
that makesa macroscopicmovement.
then this ~ill ob\iousl~ help to pro~-idethe wave packel separationrequired for a
reliable~rd. But while a macroscopicposilion correlationwith a macroscopics~"Stem
is sufficient.it is nOI a neces.~~condition for Beneratin,a reliable record in Bobm's
theor)'.SeeAharon()~.-and Vaidman 1996for a disc~n of partial ~suremcnts in
Bohm's theory, measurementswhere the separationbet~.eenIhe posl-measurement
wa~ packetsin configurationspaceis incomplele.
10.The experimentbelow showswhat would happenif one tried to ~rd lhe path
taken by the particle in the x-spin of anolher particle. Dewdne~'.Hardy. and Squires
(199-')tried to captu~ the spirit of ESSW'sexperimentsby showingin graphicdetail
what would happenif one lried 10recordlhe palh in termsof energy.
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an .\:-spinup eigenstate.then nothing would happento M's effective wave
function; but if p's initial effective wave function were an .\:-spindo\\'n
eigenstate.then the spin index of M's effective wave function would be
flipped from .\:-spinup to .\:-spindo\\'n (since.,,-spinis a contextual property in the minimal Bohm's theory, the value of the .,,-spinrecord depends,
as ""e will see,on how it is read, and one might thus, quite correctly, argue
that it is not a record of the position of P at all. but read on). In the
standard von Neumann-Dirac collapseformulation of quantum mechanics (once a collapse had eliminated one term or the other of the correlated
superposition!) one might naturally think of this interaction as recording
p's position in AI's ",-spin. On this view. .\1 might be thought of as a sort
of \,"hich-path detector,
Continuing with the experimental set up. suppose further that .\f's
.\--spinmight then be converted to a position record by a detector \\;th a
flag particle F designedto point at "No" if.\I is in the ,,--spinup stateand
to point at "Yes'. if .\1 is in the _,,-spindo"'n state. The conversion of the
.\-spin record (though it \,'ill turn out that there is no determinate
.\I-record lI/llil q(ter this com'ersiollis IIladein the delay-choiceinterference
experiments!)to a position record hereconsistsin correlating the position
of F with the .,-spin of .\1 (as representedby the quantum-mechanical
state). The idea is that if P is in an eigenstateof traveling path B, say.
then .\{ \,'ill record this fact by the ,v-spinindex on its wave function being
flipped to ",-spin do"'n, \vhich is something that might then be converted
into a record in terms of the position of F through the interaction between
.\/ and F, In this case. F \\ould move to record the measurementresult
les."
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The effectivewavefunction of the compositesystemthen evolvesas
follows:
Initial state:
Ii :)"jS)"ji,)\A"No")r = ls)plf,)","Nolr I/,2<JiJ1' + ~J~ (fl)
P wave packet is split:
It,,)'rl""NoJF 1/,2(lt..)pIA)p + 1J...)/'IB)p)

(13)

The .\"-spincomponent of "~fs ,,"ayepacket is correlated to the position of
p's:
,"NOIF 1/,1(li ,)pl.-r),./iJ\I

+

1.1.,),./8),./.1.')\1)

( 4)

The 1\\'0 \\'a\'e packets passthrough each other in configuration space:
,"No"")r 1/,1(li,),.//),./i')\1 + I!,},,//)pl.l.,)1,1

(

Tht:n tht:~ separate:

INo"), 1/\~(li,),,/..j'),~i,)j'- 1J."}/,IB')"jJ.,},,)

(16..

Then the position of the F is correlated to the .v-spin component of J£s
\\a\'e packet:

1/\~(lt,)/~.4'),.lt,)\rl"No")F

+ 1l-,)pIB')/~l-..>lrl"Yes'F) (17)

Note that here the symmet~' in the probability current that preventsP
from crossing L is presen'ed.That is. P bouncesjust as it did in the first
experiment "e considered.
If the three-panicle configuration ~gins in the top half of the initial
"'a"e packet (as representedin Figure 5). then P "ill move from S to A
to I to B' then, ,,'hen .\[ and F interact, F "ill mo"e to ")' es." If the threepanicle configuration beginsin the bottom half of the initial "'a"e packet.
then P "ill move from S to B to I to A' and, "hen ,\1 and F interact, F
"ill stay at "No." That is, the final position of the F ~ill be at "No" if P
traveled along the lo"er path and it "ill be at "Yes" if P traveled along
the upper path. In other words, Fs final position does not tell us which
path P followed in the "'ay that it was intended.
One might naturally conclude that the which-path detector is fooled by
the late measurement.and defend Bohm's theof)' against ESSW by denying their implicit assumptionthat the which-path detectorsare reliable,I I
There is, ho"ever. another way of looking at a dela)'ed-choiceinterference
experimentwhere one tries to record the path in somepropeny other than
position. One might claim both that Bohm's theory is true and that one's
detectorsare perfectly reliable. This, it seemsto me, is an option suggested
In their 1993paper.De\\'dney.Hardy. and Squiresarguepreciselythis.
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by DFGZ.s discussionof the theof)-ladennessof talk of trajectories and
of observation itself near the end of their responseto ESSW.soriginal
pa~r,
Gi\"en their contention that the ex~riments describedby ESSWcould
pro\"ide no empirical reasonfor rejecting Bohmian mechanics.DFGZ ask
the question: ..So "hat on earth is going on here~'.
The ans"er ap~ars to be this: The authors (ESSW] distinguish bet\\een the Bohm trajectof)" for the atom and the detectedpath of the
atom, In this regard it ""ould be ""ell to bear in mind that before one
can s~ak coherently about the path of a particle. detectedor other"ise. one must ha\'e in mind a theoretical framework in tenns of which
this notion has somemeaning, BM pro\'ides one such frame\\'ork. but
it should be clear that "ithin this framework the (test particle] can be
detectedpassingonly through the slit through ""hich its trajectof)' in
fact passes.More to the point. "ithin a Bohmian frame"'ork it is the
vef)" existenceof trajectories ,,'hich allo"'s us to assignsome meaning
to this talk about detection of paths, (1261-2)
It seemsthat there are t".o points here.The first point concernsthe theoryladennessof talk about trajectories.On the orthodox fonnulation of quantum mechanics.there is no matter of fact at all concerning which path the
test particle traveled since it simply fails to have any detenninate position
"'hatsoever before it is detected.Indeed. insofar as ESSW'sdescription of
the surreal trajectoriesexperimentspresupposesthat there are detenninate
particle trajectories. they are presupposingsomething that is inconlpatible
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".ith the ve~' quantum orthodoxy they seekto defend! The point here is
that any talk of detenninate trajectories is talk "ithin a theory. A precondition of such talk is that one have a theory where there are detenninate
trajectories, a theory like Bohmian mechanics.
DFGZ's secondpoint, if I understandit correctly, concernsthe theoryladennessof obsen'ation, but this will first require someclarification. Their
claim that in Bohmian mechanicsa test particle "can be detectedpassing
only through the slit through which its trajecto~' in fact passes"suggests
that they "'ere considering only experimentslike those in the last section
".here the ,,'hich-path detector indicatesin a perfectly straightforn'ard ".ay
the path that the test particle in fact follo,,'ed. But DFGZ do in fact grant
that there are situations "here Bohm's theory predicts that a late obser,ation of a ,,'hich-path detector ,,'ould find that the detector registersthat
the test particle tra,.eled one path ".hen it in fact traveled the other. They
also grant that this is some,,'hat surprising. But they explain that "if ".e
ha,.e learned an)'thing by no" about quantum theo~', we should ha"e
learned to expect surprises!" And DFGZ maintain that e"en in such experiments the measurementperfonned by the "hich-path detector "can
indeed be regardedas a measurementof ".hich path the [test particle) has
taken. but one that con"eys infonnation ".hich contradicts ,,'hat naively
".ould ha"e been expected." DFGZ then draw the moral that .'BM. together "lth the authors [ESSW]of the paper on which we are commenting.
does us the sen;ce of making it dramatically clear ho" "er). dependent
upon theof)' is any talk of measurementor obser,'ation:. (1~62)
\\'hile it is not entirely clear ".hat DFGZ have in mind. one way to read
this is that. contraf) to "hat is later argued by Dewdney. Hardy, and
Squires(1993), DFGZ take the "hich-path detector to be perfectly reliable
e"en in experiments "here it '.records" that the test particle traveled one
path when it in fact (according to Bohm's theof)') traveled the other once
one ,mderstandslI"hat the detector is detecting. On this reading then, the
point here is that since obsen'ation is itself a theo~'-laden notion, what
one is detecting can only be detennined in the context of a theo~' that
explains what it is that one is detecting. But if this is what DFGZ had in
mind. then "hat exactly does Bohm's theory tell us that a ,,"hich-path
detector is detecting in the context of a late-measurementexperiment?
(And is it really possible to tell a plausible story ,,'here the detectors are
perfectly reliable here?1
Perhaps the easiestans"'er "'ould be to insist that ".hen one tries to
record the path taken by the test particle in a property other than position
(in a delayed-choiceinterference experiment), one's which-path detector
simply works in exactly the opposite way that one ,,'ould expect. The
detector is perfectly reliable-it is just that when it records that the test
particle traveled path A, the detector record (under such circumstances)
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really 111eallS.
according to Bohm's theory, that the test particle in fact
traveled path B; and, similarl)', on this view a B record n1eans.according
to Bohm's theory, that the test particle traveled path A,
It seems,however, that this cannot be quite right. When one tries to
record the path that the test particle tra\'eled in a property other than
position (in the delayed-choiceinterferenceexperiment). there is no determinate record \\hatsoever (on the minimal Bohm's theof)') before the test
particle passesthrough the interference region I becausethe which-path
detector has not yet correlated the position of anything with the position
of the test particle,
The right thing to say. it seemsto me. is that while the which-path
detector doesnot detect an)1hing before one correlatesthe position of the
flag F \\ith .\£s "'-spin (on the minimal Bohm's theory), whenever one
makes a determinate record in Bohm's theof)" using a devicethat induces
a strong correlation bet\,een the measuredposition of the object system
and the position that records the outcome. then that record \,ill be perfectl) reliable at thc IllOlllel1llhe dctermillale record is Illade"On this view.
there is still a sensein which one can think of the detectorsin the delayedchoice interference experiments as being perfectl)" reliable. but this \,ill
take someexplaining.
As DFGZ suggest.\,e naturally rely on our best physical theories to
tell us \,hat it ij that our measuringdevicesin fact measure.so \,hat does
Bohm.s theof)" tell us about the late-meaSl/relllel1l
of the which-path detector in the delayed-choiceinterference experiment: Note, again. that
there is no determinate record \,hatsoever before the late measurement.
Also note that \\hile the final position of F does not tell us where P '''as
\,hen P interacted \\ith .\/, it does reliably tell us where P is at the moment
that the x-spin correlation is converted into a determinate measurement
record (when the position of F is correlated \\ith the .,"-spinof .\of):if one
getsthe result "No'. (,,"-spinup). then the theof)" tells us that P is currently
associated\,ith the ,,-spin up wave packet lI'here"erthat lI"a"epackel mo."
be: and if one gets the result .'Yes" (,,-spin do\\""), then it tells us that P
is currently associatedwith the ,,-spin do\\"" wave packet lI'here,.erlhat
lI"a'"epackel ma," be,
So this is how it works, Since the only determinate noncontextual records in Bohm's theor)' are recordsin terms of the position of something,
there is. strictly speaking. no determinate record of p's position until we
convert the correlation betweenthe position of P and the ,,'.spinof Minto
a correlation bet\\'eenthe position of P and the position of F And whenever this position correlation is made,~"ereliably, and no1/local/y.generate
a record of p's position at thallll0mel1l, If we wait until after P haspassed
through region I. then if F stays at "No:' this meansthat P is associated
\\ith the ,,-spin up component which meansthat it is at position A', and
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if F movesto "Yes." this meansthat P is associated\\'ith the ,\:-spindo\\'n
component which means that it is at position B'. The moral is that one
cannot use a record in Bohm's theory to figure out which path P took
unlessone kno\\'s ho\\' and when the record was made.
But note that. in this, Bohm's theory is arguably better off than the
standard von Neumann-Dirac collapse fonnulation of quantum mechanics. On the standard eigenvalue-eigenstatelink (where a systemdetenninately has a property if and only if it is in an eigenstateof having the
property) one can say nothing Irhatsoererabout which trajector)' a particle
follo\\ed sinceit \.ould typically fail to havean)' detenninate position until
it was obseT\'ed.If one does not wOTT)'about the unreliability of retrodiction in the context of the standard collapse theory (and ESSW do not
seemto be \\orried about this!). then I can seeno reason at all to \\orT)'
about it in the context of Bohm's theor) Further. there is no reason to
supposethat Bohmian particle trajectories are not the actual particle trajectories. Nor is there an~ reason to conclude that our good particle detectors are someho\\ unreliable, Rather than sa~ing that a detector is
fooled b~ a late measurement.one should. I suggest.sa~'that the late
measurementrcliably detectsthe position of the test particle nonlocal/.,'.
On this \'ie\\ the surreal trajectories experimentssimpl~'seT\'eto reveal
the special role pla~ed by position and. ultimatel~'.the nonlocal structure
of Bohm's theo~, As Bell explained: "The fact that the guiding wave. in
the general case.propagates not in ordinary three space.but in a multidimensi{.)nalconfiguration spaceis the origin of the notorious 'nonlocalit~"
{.)fquantum mechanics. It is a merit of the de Broglie-Bohm version to
bring this out so explicitly that it cannot be ignored." ( 1987.115)But one
should note that it is not some subtle sort of nonlocality involved in the
account of quantum-mechanical correlations here. The configuration
spaceparticle d~namicsthat accounts for the nonlocal correlations in the
late-measurementexperiments also makes Bohm's theo~' incompatible
\\'ith relati,it~..
But there is one more point that I would like to make before turning
to a discussionof the relationship betweenhow Bohm's theor)' accounts
for surreal trajectories and its incompatibility \\'ith relativity. As suggested
above (on the minimal Bohm's theory) wheneverthe position of one system is recorded in the position of another systemvia a strong correlation
betweenthe effecti\'e \\a\'e functions of the t\\'Osystems(one that produces
the appropriate separation of the wave function in the recording parameter in configuration space).then that record will reliabl)' indicate where
the measuredparticle is at the moment the determinaterecord is nlade. It
is also the case(on the minimal Bohm theory) that all detenninate records
are ultimatel~.position records.One can only take thesefeaturesof Bohm's
theory to provide a solution to the surreal trajectories if one allows the
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theory to say something about what constitutes a good detector and what
it is that good detectors detect. But it seemsthat this is precisely the sort
of thing that one must be willing to do when entertaining a ne\\' theoretical
option. One might dogmatically insist on holding to one's pre-theoretic
intuitions concerning \\'hat one's detectorsdetect come \\'hat may. but this
\\'ould certainly be a methodological mistake.
6. ,,"onlocal Obsen-ations.Consider again the late-measurementexperiment of the last section (seefigures 4 and 5). If P beginsin the top half of
the \\a\'e function at S. it \\ill tra\'el path ,4 to T in the .,"-spinup wave
packet. That is. before P gets to T. the three-panicle configuration ,,'ill be
associated"ith the .,--spinup component of the "'Cavefunction in configuration space.And this meansthat if one converts the spin record into a
position record bt:fore the t\\O "'ave packetsinterfere at T.one \\ill get the
result ..1'-.:0."Bu( if P continues to I, bounces.and the t\\'o-particle configuration i~ picked up by the _y-spindo"n \\ave packet. then. since the
t\vo-panicle configuration is now associated"ith the .\--~pindo\\"" \\ave
packet. if one no\\ con\ert~ the ,\-~pin record into a position record. one
\\ill get the result .."es."
This meansthat one might instan(aneouslydetermine (he \'alue of the
convened record a( B (the record one ge(Sby convening the .\1 "y-spin
'.record.. into an F position record) by choosing,,'hetheror not to interfere
the t\\o \\'ave packe(s at T. If (he t"'o \\'ave packets pass through each
other. then F,,'ill mo\'e to .".es" ,,'hen the spin record is convened: ifnot.
then F \\ill stay at "No" \\hen (he spin record is con\'ened. So. if someone
at 1 kne" ,,'hich path P \\as on (something. as explained earli~r. that i~
prohibited in Bohm.s theor) if the di~tribution postulate is satisfied),then
he or she ould use this information lo send a superluminal signal to a
friend on 'lth B by deciding \\hether or not to interf~re the "'ave packets
at T, But re!ardless of \\hether on~ kno"'s ,,'hich path P is on, th~ theor)'
predicts (insofar as one is comfonable with the relevant counterfactuals
in the context of a deterministic theor)') that onecan instantaneouslyaffect
the result of 3 measurementof .\1 from region T. and one might take the
possibility of superluminal effects here lo illuslrate the incompatibility of
Bohm's theor)' and relati\'ity,
This incompatibility is more clearly illustrated by considering the role
that the temporal order of e\'ents plays in Bohm's theory. Consider the
late-measurementexperimen( one more (ime. If one converts the spin record bt:fore the t".o "'ave packetsinterfere a( I. then one will get the result
"No:" and if one converts the spin record q(rer the wave packetsinterfere,
then one ~;Il get the result ..Yes." But if the conversion of the spin record
and the interferenceof the "'3ve packets are space-likeseparatedevents.
then the conversion event occurs before the interference event in some
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inertial frames and after the interference event in others, So in order to
get any empirical predictions whatsoever out of Bohm's theory for this
experiment ,,"hene\'erthe conversion and interferenceeventsare space-like
separated,one must choosea preferred inertial frame that imposesa preferred temporal order on the conversion and interferenceevents,But having to choose a preferred inertial frame here is a direct violation of the
basic principles of relativity. This is the sensein \vhich the account that
Bohm's theo~' pro\ides of the late-measurementexperimentis fundamentally incompatible ,,"ith relati\'ity.
If the distribution postulate is satisfied.then Bohm's theor)' makesthe
sameempirical predictions as the standard von Neumann-Dirac formulation of quantum mechanics(\vheneverthe latter makes unambiguous
predictions) and the standard quantum statisticsdo not allo" one to send
superluminal messages(given the usual quantum statistics. one can prove
a no-signaling theoremI. SO ,,"hiIe Bohm's theo~" is incompatible ";th
relativity. it explains \\h~ one \\ould never notice this fact (just as it explains \\h~"one \\ ould ne\'er notice violations in the conservation of momentum).
A proponent of Bohm's theo~" might argue that nonlocally correlated
motions like the correlated motions in the con\'ersion and interference
eventsdescribedabove is too weak of a relationship to be causal,and that
Bohm's theo~ thus does not in fact allow for nonlocal causation. While
such a conclusion \\ould do nothing to make Bohm's theof)' compatible
\\ith relati\;ty even if it \vere granted. I do not thjnk that it should be
granted. It seemsto me that if any correlated motions should count as
causally connected in Bohm's theor)'. then nonlocal correlated motions
should as \\"ell. Nonlocal correlated motions. like local correlated motions
(insofar as their are an~ truly local correlated motions!). are simply the
result of the configuration spaceevolution of the physical state,The point
here is that Bohm's theor)' handlesnonlocal correlated motions precisely
the sameway that it handlesevents that one "'ould presumably want to
count as causal-like the correlated motion produced betweena football
and the foot that kicks it. Of course, one might resist the conclusion that
nonlocal correlated motions are causally related by den~ing that there are
any causal relationships whatsoever in Bohm's theof)'. But this would
mean that even those explanations that one gives that look like causal
explanations are not. and this seemsto me to be putting things the "Tong
way around. Just as we look to our best theories to tell us how to build
good detectorsand to explain what it is that they detect, it seemsthat "'e
should also look to our best theories to tell us somethingabout the nature
of causal relations. There is nothing inherently wrong with sitting dO"l1
and deciding once and for all the necessaryand sufficient conditions for
eventsto be causally related. It is just that one risks adopting a notion of
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causationthat is irrelevantto the sort of explanationsprovidedby our
best physical theories.1~
But regardlessof what one thinks about causality, the particle trajectories predicted by Bohm"stheory dependon one'schoiceof inertial frame,
which meansthat the theor)' is incompatible with the basic principles of
relativity. And this is the real problem.'3
7. The Theory ladennessof Obsen'ation. It is the configuration spacedynamics that makes Bohm's theof)' incompatible \\;th relativity. But it is
also the instantaneous correlated motion predicted by the configuration
space dynamics that explains the quantum-mechanical correlations in
Bohm's theof)' and makes the theof)' empirically adequate.And it is the
configuration spaced~'namicsthat allo\\'s one to say that \\'heneverthe
position of one systemis recorded in the position of another system\'ia a
strong correlation bet\\een the etTecti\'e\\"aVefunctions of the t\\'Osystems.
then that record \\ill reliabl~ indicate \\here the measureds~'stemis at the
mOll/elltthe determ;llatert'cord is made,\\"hich.it seemsto me. is ultimately
the best responseto the supposedsurreal tra.iectof) problem.
But this lea\'esa propon~nt of Bohm's theof)' \\"ith a difficult choice.
One might tr~ to find some ne\\"\\ay to account for quantum-mechanical
correlations. one that do~s not require a preferred temporal order for
space-like ~parated events. But this would require a \'er~' different dynamics than the configuration-space d~'namicspro\'ided by Bohm's theor~', Or one might simpl~ drop the requirement of compatibility \\ith relati\it~ as a feature of a satisfactof) theof)' and settle for something
\\eaker. perhaps a no-superluminal-signalsrequirement. But this would
be an enormous theoretical sacrifice-presumably one that few physicists
would currentl~'entertain,
Perhaps the most philosophically interesting aspect of surreal trajectories is the striking example of the theof)'-ladennessof obser\'ation that
I:!. \fichael Dick5<-)n
(19961hasarguedthat it doesnot makeany senseto ask ,,'hether
a dctenninistictheor) like &hm's theor) is local becauseof the difficulty supporting
counterfactualconditionalsin sucha theor). He also suggeststhat the notion or causality may not makesensein sucha theof) either (1996,3.:!9).I agreethat someintuitions concerning\,'hat it would mean for a theor) to be local or what it would mean
for one eventto cau.~anothercannot be supportedin a detenninistictheory, but this
doesnot meanthat ~-ecan makeno senseat all of what it would be for a detenninistic
theory to be local or for one eventto causeanother.Indeed,whetherBohm'stheor)'is
compatiblewith the constraintsof relativity is a ~rfectly sensiblequestionconcerning
its locality-and it isn't.
13. For other discussionsof the incompatibility of &hm's theory and relativity see
Albert 199.:!and Arntzenius 1994.For a recentdiscussionconcerningthe difficulty in
getting a Bohm-likeauxiliar) quantumdynamicsthat is compatiblewith relativity see
Dicksonand Clifton 1998.
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they provide. In Bohm's theory, sinceevery measurementis ultimately a
measurementof the position of something. what one in fact measuresis
often radically different from what one might have (pretheoretically)
thought that one was measuring. But the surreal trajector)' experiments
show that in Bohm's theory even position measurementscan be deeply
theof)'-laden: an obsen'ation that one might have thought would (locally)
deternline \\'here a lest particle lI'as early in an experiment might instead
(nonlocallYI determine where it is at the moment the experiment is completed.
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